Yuval David – MC and Host Bio
A powerhouse of dynamic energy and spirited repartee, actor, host, and filmmaker Yuval David
is frequently invited to host events, of all sizes, live and broadcast, as a venerated master of
ceremonies. Yuval is as comfortable emceeing intimate gatherings as he is in front of hundreds,
or even tens of thousands of people in a live audience setting, as he did for Israel’s 70th
Anniversary Celebration in New York’s Times Square on behalf of the Israeli Consulate of New
York, dazzling the audience of 30,000 event-goers and millions across the world viewing the
televised broadcast.
He speaks at, hosts, presents, and emcees events for a myriad of organizations, especially those
focusing on humanitarian, philanthropic, social impact, environmental, and entertainment
initiatives, and alongside organizations catering to American, Israeli, Jewish, LGBTQ, and
creative communities, including The National LGBTQ Task Force, The Aguda, Jewish National
Fund, WZO, Stonewall, American Israel Cultural Foundation, The Jewish Plays Project,
Washington Performing Arts, A Wider Bridge, The Israeli Consulate and Israeli Embassy, and
other arts and humanitarian organizations.
As a keynote speaker, Yuval entertains, uplifts, and inspires audiences and communities toward
the greater good of the initiatives and worldwide society he represents.
In addition to his work as speaker, host, and MC of live events, Yuval hosts and produces shortand long-form narrative and documentary content, as evergreen productions to assist the
initiatives of organizations and expand their reach. Some of these have recently included The
National LGBTQ Task Force’s Creating Change Conference, the Jewish National Fund (JNF-USA),
Stand With Us, and other humanitarian and environmental organizations.
He incorporates his great skill at storytelling, sharing a narrative, connecting to and entertaining
audiences, coming from his acclaimed career as an actor, TV host, and filmmaker.

For more on Yuval and his work:
YuvalDavid.com
YouTube.com/YuvalDavid
Instagram.com/Yuval_David_
Facebook.com/YuvalDavid
Twitter.com/YuvalDavid
IMDB.me/YuvalDavid

